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Introduction

Object-oriented analysis and design grows more popular every year. Books on the subject abound [3-7]. Traditional systems analysts and developers are working hard to gain the knowledge and expertise required to take advantage of this relatively new technology. Despite the advantages that object technology can provide to the software development community and its customers, the fundamental problems associated with identifying objects, their attributes, and methods remain, and are largely manual processes driven by heuristics that analysts acquire through experience. The primary tool for object identification and refinement is pencil and paper, with the results being transferred to CASE tools after the analysis is largely completed. There are some software tools associated with some methods of object identification and refinement, such as the CRC card approach [1], however, the CRC card approach is labor intensive, and difficult for an individual analyst to use.

Very often, an analyst is given a text document that describes the environment for which an information system is to be developed. This document might include business processes, user tasks, information about existing systems, and so forth. Information about system requirements and proposed system use appears in many forms, from rambling discourse on the operational concept of a proposed system, to loosely organized text descriptions of the business environment and the user’s tasks, to highly structured step-by-step procedure descriptions. It is the job of the requirements analyst, regardless of development methodology, to understand, develop, and document this information in a form that can be analyzed by developers, and translated into a software design, and subsequently into code. Traditionally, systems analysts have developed the requirements and modeled them using notations such as process models (e.g., data flow diagrams), data models (e.g., entity-relationship diagrams), flow charts, and plain text. For some time, task descriptions in the form of scenarios have also been employed on traditional analysis efforts as well.

In response to these challenges, the object-oriented community offers the Use Case, and its associated notations, or some variant of that idea. For example, in the Unified Modeling Language (UML), the notations offered are Use Case texts, Use Case Diagrams, and Activity Diagrams [2]. The widespread use of Use Cases as a basis for object-oriented analysis is apparent both in academic literature and in industrial practice on object-oriented development projects.

Still, the process for developing objects from Use Cases and other descriptions is largely manual, and difficult. While a number of methods exist for Use Case development and specification, very few tools exist to assist analysts in making the transition from text descriptions, use cases, or scenarios, to other notations for object-oriented analysis, such as class diagrams and activity diagrams. Without a methodology and a tool to assist the analyst, it is often very difficult to identify classes, their attributes and methods, and their relationship to other classes in the problem domain.

This Final Report describes LIDA, a prototype tool built to provide linguistic assistance in the model development process.
In the following sections, we first give an overview of LIDA’s functionality and present its technical design and the functionality of its components. The following section provides a comparison of the LIDA functionality with other research prototypes. The last section of the report presents a tutorial for LIDA produced in collaboration with Professor Scott Overmyer of Drexel University, who served as a technical consultant on the project.

**LIDA: A Linguistic Assistant for Domain Analysis**

LIDA (Linguistic Assistant for Domain Analysis) helps analysts to develop object-oriented models of a domain, using a subset of UML. In order to develop such models, the requirements analyst or knowledge engineer often needs to analyze large volumes of text from “legacy documents”—these might include user manuals of legacy systems, company policies, use cases, or transcripts of interviews with domain experts. LIDA facilitates this analysis by compiling a list of the words and multi-word terms in a document, and providing a graphical interface for the user to mark them as corresponding to elements of a model. It also lets the user validate models as they are created, through integration with CoGenTex’s ModelExplainer tool, which generates textual descriptions of a model.

The LIDA prototype has the following features:

- State-of-the-art linguistic processing is used to group different forms of the same base word together to determine part of speech (noun, verb, adjective) and to detect multi-word terms.

- The full text, word lists, and evolving UML model are displayed in parallel, letting the user compare different views.

- Words and multi-word terms can be assigned a type in the model (Class, Attribute, Role, etc.) with the click of a button. The corresponding strings are color-coded in the text display and graphically displayed in the Modeler window.

- Words and multi-word terms can be sorted alphabetically: by frequency, by part of speech, or by assigned type.

- A context view displays only those sentences containing a chosen word or group of words.

- Completed models can be exported to a visual modelling tool Visio™.
LIDA System Architecture

LIDA’s system architecture is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: LIDA’s Overall System Architecture](image)

LIDA consists of two main components: a Text Analyzing Environment and a Model Editing Environment.

The Text Analyzing Environment offers LIDA’s users the functionality needed for analyzing the lexical content of text files that domain experts may have written for specific domains and assists them in the process of identifying and marking the lexical items corresponding to candidate model elements. Model elements marked in the Text Analyzing Environment propagate to the Model Editing Environment where they can be assembled in a class model. While building the model using the Model Editing Environment, textual context of the model elements is directly accessible, and the addition of new elements to the model or the removal of elements from the model directly affect the marking of the text in the Text Analyzing Environment.

A model developed in LIDA can be saved as a file using LIDA-specific files. LIDA models can either be reloaded in LIDA or exported to a modeling tool for further model refinement. When loaded in LIDA, LIDA models can be applied either to the texts that were originally used for the development of the model or to different texts. The lexical content of a text after loading a model is marked following the information found in the loaded model.

Export of LIDA models to modeling tools and import of models into LIDA is made possible by using converters customized for these modeling tools. The current implementation of LIDA supports export to and import from the Visio™ Modeling Tool where the model converter is developed using Visio API.

The following sections describe in more detail the components of the LIDA system architecture.
LIDA Text Analyzing Environment

The Text Analyzing Environment illustrated in Figure 2 provides LIDA’s central functionality. This section describes the functional features of the Text Analyzing Environment and the subcomponents of its interface.

Figure 2: LIDA’s Text Analyzing Environment Interface

Functionality

The main functional features of the Text Analyzing Environment include:

- Reading text from file (RTF or ASCII).
- Assigning part-of-speech to words using the MXPOST part-of-speech tagger, a software tool developed at the University of Pennsylvania and re-implemented in Java during the LIDA project.
- Retrieving base forms of words, counting word occurrences.
- Finding multi-word phrases for a given head word.
- Finding user-supplied multi-word phrases.
• Allowing the user to mark a word or a phrase as a candidate model element; all the occurrences of the marked word or phrase are highlighted in the text in a color associated with a model element type.

• Retrieving the textual context of marked words.

**Main Interface Components**

The main interface components of the Text Analyzing Environment are the following:

• Menus, which display options for opening text files.

• Text display, which displays the currently analyzed text.

• Base form table with part of speech filter buttons (Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, All), which lists the lexical items contained in the text ordered by part-of-speech.

• Marking buttons (Class, Attribute, Operation, Role), which allow the user to mark terms appearing in the text as candidate model elements of different types (class, attribute, etc.).

• Unmark button, which allows the user to unmark previously marked terms.

• Context display, which displays all the textual contexts in which a given term appears.

• Model element table, which lists the terms marked as candidate model elements.

**LIDA Model Editing Environment**

The Model Editing Environment (or Modeler), illustrated in Figure 3, offers the functionality needed to build a model from the candidate model elements marked in LIDA’s Text Analyzing Environment. It also displays the textual information (the textual context or textual description of a model element) from the Text Analyzing Environment, which is useful in the process of model building. This section describes the main functional features of the Model Editing Environment and the subcomponents of its interface.
Figure 3: LIDA's Model Editing Environment Interface

Functionality

The main functional features of the Model Editing Environment include:

- A display showing the candidate and actual model elements.
- Operations (e.g. " Declare an association between two classes") needed for incorporating model elements into a class diagram.
- A display showing the textual contexts in which the model elements appeared.
- An operation for automatically generating textual descriptions of model elements.

Main Interface Components

The main interface components of the Model Editing Environment are the following:

- Main menu, which contains functions for manipulating and customizing the information displayed in the Model Editing Environment.
Pop-up menus associated with the model elements displayed in the Model Editing Environment, which contain commands for editing a model element, for displaying textual context of model element, and for automatically generating a textual description of a model element.

- Lists of class, attribute, operation and role model elements, both candidate and actual.

- Class diagram.

Related Research

There is an extensive literature discussing the relationship between the linguistic structure of the requirements document and the model that is obtained from it, for example [9] – [12]. LIDA is inspired by the observations in these research efforts, but differs from these efforts crucially. These previous efforts are either purely methodological, or aim at automatic model extraction, which is currently beyond the state of the art for serious (i.e., non-demo) software engineering efforts. An interesting and ambitious example of this type of research is the COLOR-X system [13], which aims at including a large lexicon to aid in semantic model validation and provides a new modeling language specially developed for this purpose.

LIDA differs from these research efforts in the following key aspects:

- LIDA provides only state-of-the-art linguistic tools that perform extremely reliably with broad coverage (part-of-speech tagging and morphological analysis).

- LIDA includes a robust and usable GUI.

- LIDA is compatible with UML and UML-based COTS graphical modeling tools. It is designed to be compatible with actual software engineering practice.

Perhaps the system that comes closest to LIDA is the Grammalizer system, which is sold by the Dutch consulting group KISS, http://www.kiss.nl. Because it is a commercial product, information about this system can only be obtained from marketing literature, but it appears to use similar linguistic technology to LIDA (part-of-speech tagging and morphological processing). However, it appears that Grammalizer can only be used in conjunction with the KISS methodology, which includes mapping the natural language text to a set of predefined KISS-concepts, which then become the model. In LIDA, we make no assumptions about what sort of concepts will be found -- the analyst works with the result of LIDA's linguistic processing to create a model. We have designed LIDA to be flexibly integratable with different approaches to modeling through the use of UML-style models.
Tutorial:

Using LIDA to Assist Class Identification, Refinement and Validation

The following tutorial provides a methodology for class identification and elaboration, and a scenario-based, hands-on experience with how LIDA [2a] helps with this process.

The Methodology

There are a number of ways in which LIDA can be used to support the object-oriented analysis and design process, depending on where in the OOAD process the analyst is starting. These tutorials cover two situations: 1) starting with a text domain description, operational concept document, use cases, or other text system or task descriptions, and 2) starting with an existing class model, and using LIDA to explain it in text form. For example, if an analyst is starting with a text description of the concept of operation for a proposed system (in any text-based format), LIDA can be used to assist the analyst in identifying potential objects, attributes and methods, and elaborating on them based on the text description. On the other hand, if an analyst wants to validate an existing class diagram by viewing the diagram in the form of a text description, LIDA will translate the diagram into a text description that an analyst can use to compare the current model with the intended model for the proposed system or domain. This capability of going back and forth between text and graphical model during development of a model can be very helpful, and minimizes errors before model complexity obscures error states.

Most text documents that describe system functions contain many more nouns, verbs, adverbs, and adjectives than are useful in an OOAD effort. These words are necessary in prose and conversation to fluently describe the manner in which a system is to be used. The sheer number of words must be reduced to a subset that is directly applicable to the development of a system using classes. Prose is typically filtered in a context of use. In other words, knowing how the system is to be used helps the analyst identify which classes are relevant, and which classes are not. Prior to attempting to identify classes, the analyst should already have prepared a set of use cases or scenarios that represent the operational concept for the proposed system. The analyst should have this information in mind prior to using our methodology. By having this knowledge at hand, the analyst can make much more effective use of the capabilities of LIDA.

Hints regarding the identification of classes, their attributes, roles and methods will be included in the tutorial; however, if the analyst is unfamiliar with object-oriented analysis and design, this tutorial will be only minimally effective. LIDA is most effective in conjunction with a fully developed OOAD lifecycle model that includes a process, notation, tools and usage heuristics. Without a thorough education in OOAD, the user can expect only marginal results. Our methodology is consistent with the Unified Software Development Process, and LIDA uses the Unified Modeling Language (UML) as the preferred notation.
The full text and models used in these tutorials can be found in Appendix A. For questions about specific LIDA functions, we recommend using the online help facility from within LIDA.

Part 1

**Identifying Classes Starting from Domain Descriptions, Operations Concepts, or Use Cases**

The general flow of the class identification process is illustrated in Figure 1. Bearing the general flow of activities in mind will help the user make sense (and better use) of the tutorial. While this tutorial represents a single path through the methodology (one scenario) accomplished with the help of LIDA, the user is encouraged to experiment with their own variations on the method.
The goal of this method is to utilize existing text descriptions of a problem domain, and from them, produce the initial class diagram with attributes, methods, and roles for export to an object-oriented CASE tool.

1. Start LIDA by Double-clicking on the LIDA file icon labeled LIDA(.bat)
2. The following screen will appear (Figure 2):
3. From the *File* menu, select *Load Text* ....
4. For our tutorial, we will be using a text file that has already been tagged by the LIDA tagger. This is to say that the software has already identified the appropriate parts of speech in the document we will be processing. Figure 3 shows the Load Text dialog box. Within this box, find the file *Video_Store.txt* and select it so that it appears in the *File name*: field. Click the *Open* button. (Alternatively, double-click the file name for the same result.)
5. Figure 4 shows the LIDA main screen with the tagged *Video_Store.txt* file loaded.
The Video store receives tape requests and returned tapes from customers and new tapes from the Main office. Whenever necessary the Video store sends tape overdue notices to its customers. Tape requests are taken care of by the store assistant. While creating these tape requests he uses information concerning films and tapes. He also uses and updates the list of rentals. The store assistant also takes care of tape returns. For this task the store assistant again needs the information concerning films and tapes as well as the list of rentals. Here too the list of rentals is updated.

The other activities are the submission of rate changes and the submission of new tapes by the store management and the production of rental reports and the sending of tape overdue notices by the store administration.

Film request is taken care of by the store assistant. Whenever a customer requests a film, the store assistant first checks whether there are still tapes, containing the requested film, available and then he searches, if necessary, for the rental price. Next he checks whether this customer is late with the return of other tapes. If so he may not borrow the tape requested. If this is not the case, he records this rental by updating the rental list. For this, the customer is asked for his address.
6. Notice in Figure 4 that the text file appears in the right-most window, and that the parts of speech appear in the upper-left-most window, with the nouns displayed in the default situation.

7. Most OOAD methods recommend the identification of candidate classes first, suggesting that the most frequently occurring nouns are likely candidates. In order to arrange the nouns in the order of occurrence, click on the "n" heading directly above the numbers of nouns. This will automatically sort the nouns in ascending order according to their frequency of occurrence in the document as shown in Figure 5. (Clicking again will reverse the order to descending.)

![Figure 5. Sorted Nouns in Order of Occurrence](image)

8. Examining the list of nouns, we find “tape” appearing 14 times in the document. Since this is a video rental store, and tapes are what are rented, this seems like an ideal candidate for the first class. Click on the word “tape” in the list of nouns, and then click the Class button.

9. LIDA highlights the word “tape” everywhere it occurs in the document. We recommend identifying the set of candidate classes first in a brainstorming fashion, then removing inappropriate classes and adding missing classes in subsequent passes.

10. The next most frequently occurring noun is “store”, followed by “assistant”, “request”, and “customer”. We highlight all of these in turn, and mark them as possible classes (or candidate classes).

11. The next word on the list is “film”. We suspect that “film” and “tape” might be used to refer the same object (since we know that most video stores don’t rent photographic film). In order to verify that this is the case, highlight the word “film”, and click on the Context button. This results in the display of the context window as shown in Figure 6.
Notice that the Context function locates the word of interest, in this case “film”, in the center of the window, with the rest of the sentence in which the word appears on either side of the word. As we read through the context, although we notice that there is a possible “containment” relationship indicated in the last sentence, we decide that this is irrelevant to our analysis and that tape and film refer to the same concept, so we do not mark “film” as a class. Ideally, we might mark “tape” and “film” as synonyms, however, LIDA does not currently support this operation.

Figure 7. LIDA with Candidate Classes Marked
12. The next noun in the list that looks like a good candidate is “rental”, since we know that there is likely to be a rental transaction in the system, and that transactions are candidates for classes. Highlight “rental” and mark it as a class. Similarly, we tentatively mark “return”, “notice”, “address”, “report”, and “price” as candidate classes. Figure 7 shows the appearance of the LIDA user interface at this point. Current model elements are shown in the lower-left corner. NOTE: It is also possible to highlight and mark words as model elements directly in the text window. This is very useful when giving the text a final read before moving from one step to the next.

13. Next, review the list of model elements, and revise it according to your knowledge (and your customer's knowledge) of the video rental problem domain. For example, we have identified “address” as a class, but upon examining the context by highlighting “address” and clicking the Context button, resulting in the display in Figure 8), it is apparent that “address” is really an attribute of “customer” (because of the possessive pronoun “his”).

![Figure 8. Context for "address"](image)

To correctly mark “address” as an attribute, click on the Unmark button (“address” should already be highlighted). This action will remove “address” from the list of model elements, and unmark "address" in the main text. Next, using the scroll bar in the “Base Form” window (upper left), locate “address”, and click on it. Click on the Attribute button, and notice that “address” is now highlighted in cyan in the main text, and appears again in the Model Element window as an attribute. The result is shown in Figure 9.

14. Examine the remainder of the list of model elements, and convert “price” to an attribute as we did with “address”. Further, in thinking about the features we will be implementing in the proposed system, we determine that “store” isn't a system class or attribute (i.e., the video rental “store” doesn't play a real part in the system), and “assistant” is an actor in our scenario, rather than a part of the “system” per se. Remove both of these from the list of model elements. (Highlight each word individually, and then click the Unmark button.) Later, we may want to have an abstract interface class that equates to “assistant”, but that class will be created in the design phase.

15. Finally, before moving to the next operation, we notice that “return” is marked as a class. Thinking about “return”, we realize that it has few methods or attributes that are not associated with “rental”, so we remove it as a class, and mark it as an attribute, possibly of “rental” (using the same procedure as with “price”, etc). We may have to change this later, but it works for now in the context of our knowledge of the scenario for returning a rented video.
16. Having completed our initial marking of classes using LIDA, we now turn to possible attributes using tagged adjectives. First, click on the "Adjective" radio button underneath the main menu at the top of the LIDA window. This results in a list of adjectives. Next, click on the "n" above the number of occurrences of the adjectives, and the list will sort in ascending order of occurrences. The window should now appear as in Figure 10.
The Video store receives [underline] and returned [underline] from [underline] and new [underline] from the Main office. Whenever necessary the Video store sends overdue [underline] to its [underline]. [underline] are taken care of by the store assistant. While treating these [underline] he uses information concerning files and [underline]. He also uses and updates the list of [underline]. The store assistant also takes care of [underline]. For this task the store assistant again needs the information concerning files and [underline] as well as the list of [underline]. Here too the list of [underline] is updated. The other activities are the submission of rate changes and the submission of new [underline] by the store management and the production of rental [underline] and the sending of overdue [underline] by the store administration. Film [underline] is taken care of by the store assistant. Whenever a [underline] a film, the store assistant first checks whether there are still [underline], containing the requested film, available and then he searches, if necessary, for the rental [underline]. Next he checks whether this [underline] is late with the [underline] of other [underline]. If so he may not borrow the [underline] requested. If this is not the case, he records this [underline] by updating the rental list. For this, the [underline] is asked for his [underline].

Figure 10. Adjectives in Descending Order

17. As shown in Figure 10, this list is rather short, and not very rich in possible attributes. The only 2 possibilities on the list are "overdue", a possible attribute of "rental", and "available", a possible attribute of "tape". The other adjectives don't make sense as attributes in our context. Next, highlight and mark each of the two words, "available" and "overdue" as attributes.

18. Finally, we use our list of tagged verbs to help identify methods or operations associated with the classes we have previously identified. Using the same procedure as with the adjective list, click on the Verb radio button to display the tagged verbs, then click on the "n" to display the verbs in descending order of occurrence. Identifying methods at this point is much more difficult, and is typically done at a later iteration of the OOAD lifecycle (during analysis & design). Nonetheless, we can examine the list for candidates at this stage to help get as complete a class diagram as possible, early in the process. The verbs in order are shown in Figure 11 (upper left sub-window).
The Video store receives ___________ and returned _______ from _______ and new _______ from the Main office. Whenever necessary the Video store sends _______ to its film. _______ are taken care of by the store assistant. While treating these _______ he uses information concerning films and _______. He also uses and updates the list of _______. The store assistant also takes care of _______. For this task the store assistant again needs the information concerning films and _______ as well as the list of _______. Here too the list of ______ is updated.

The other activities are the submission of rental changes and the submission of new _______ by the store assistant and the production of rental _______ and the sending of _______ by the store administration.

Film _______ is taken care of by the store assistant. Whenever a _______ a film, the store assistant first checks whether there are still _______ containing the requested film, _______ and then he searches, if necessary, for the rental _______. Next he checks whether this _______ is late with the _______ of other _______. If so he may not borrow the _______ requested. If this is not the case he records this _______ by updating the rental list. For this, the _______ is asked for his _______.

Figure 11. Verbs in Descending Order

19. With the classes in mind, we examine the list of verbs in search of behaviors (operations or methods) the classes might exhibit. We have tentatively identified six classes from the text. Go to the Model Element window, and click on "type", then on "n". This sorts the Model Elements by type in descending order so that we can view the list of classes more easily. Scrolling down to look at the resulting list of classes, we see that the first is "tape". Looking through the list of verbs, find behaviors that the "tape" class might exhibit. Using the context feature, we find that, according to the text, none of these verbs represent behaviors that are applicable to the "tape" class. One verb, "update" is likely to be a behavior exhibited by "tape", but not according to its use as described in the text. Using a bit of extra knowledge, mark the "update" verb as an operation.

The next class is "notice". Scanning the list of verbs, we find a behavior that a "notice" might exhibit. Mark "send" as an operation. We follow this same general procedure for the remaining classes, making sure that any verbs marked as possible Operations are done so in the context of a class behavior. This procedure results in the following verbs marked as possible operations: "check", "request", "return", "record" and "borrow". The resulting LIDA window is shown in Figure 12. It is also critical, especially when differentiating between methods and roles to use the context feature to view noun-verb
collocations. Figure 13 shows the use of context to examine the relationship between the noun "notice" and the verb "send".

Figure 13. Using Context to Examine Verb-Noun Collocation

20. While looking over the highlighted text, we notice that a phrase is apparent "overdue notice", which may represent a sub-class, or special kind-of notice. To mark this as a class, click on the Nouns radio button to recall the list of nouns. Click on the "notice" base form, then click on the Phrases button to the right. A list of phases will appear that contain the word "notice". Cool, eh? Select the phase "overdue notices", and click the
Class button. The phrase will then be marked as a class. The result of this operation is shown in Figure 14. Notice that the first occurrence of the phrase "overdue notices" is highlighted together in the text window.

![Figure 14. Using a Phrase as a Class.](image)

21. Finally, examine the verb list to see if there are any possible roles that one class will play with respect to another class. Notice that a customer can "receive" an overdue notice and "receive" a tape that they have rented, so select "receive", and tentatively mark it as a role using the Role button.

22. Now that we have a set of initial classes, attributes, and operations, we are ready to use them to construct our model. On the File menu, select the Edit Model ... option. This will execute the LIDA Modeler, as shown in Figure 15. Notice that there are four sub-windows on the left side of the Modeler window, labeled Classes, Attributes, Operations, and Roles. Each sub-window contains those model elements previously identified using LIDA.

- Using Modeler, we will now associate these model elements into a preliminary class model. This window will appear in addition to the LIDA main window, and the two
windows may be utilized alternately by clicking on the window currently in the background, in order to bring it to the front.

![Initial LIDA Modeler Window](image)

**Figure 15. Initial LIDA Modeler Window**

23. Starting with the "customer" class (shown above in Figure 15), we need to assign attributes and operations to the class. NOTE: The context of the class in the text is always available, automatically, via LIDA, if a "memory aid" is needed to assist with any assignment decisions.

An attribute of customer that we are certain of is "address". Assign "address" as an attribute of "customer" by clicking on the "attribute" section of the "customer" class symbol in the main model display window. This is the center of the 3 rectangular widget areas as shown in Figure 16 below. Clicking on this box results in the display of the Attributes dialog box shown in Figure 17.

Select the "address" attribute from the list, and click on **OK** to complete the assignment.
24. Next, click on the "operation" section of the "customer" class symbol in the main model display window. This is the bottom portion of the class symbol as indicated in Figure 18, below.

![Figure 16. Attribute Box](image)

Figure 16. Attribute Box

![Figure 17. Attribute Editing Dialog Box](image)

Figure 17. Attribute Editing Dialog Box
Clicking on this part of the symbol results in the display of the "Operation Editing" dialog box. From this box, we find two operations that belong to the "customer" class, "borrow", and "return". Selecting first one, and repeating the operation for the other adds both operations to the "customer" class symbol in our model. The resulting model screen is shown in Figure 19.

25. Having selected the attributes and operations of the "customer" class from the available list, we can now add those not in the text (if we have sufficient information about the domain to do so), and we can associated the customer class with other classes in our model. For example, we know that in order to send a customer a late notice, we will need their name, and if we want to telephone them, we will need their phone number. To add attributes not in the text, simply click on the "..." blank in the attribute box of the class. LIDA will display the Attribute Editing dialog box as shown in Figure 20. Enter the name of the attribute, in this case "phone", and click the "OK" button. While the attribute will not be added to the base text in LIDA, it will be added to the model.
Continue this activity until the class is as complete as possible, given current domain knowledge.

26. The next step is to decide the nature of associates between the customer class and other classes, given our knowledge of the scenarios under which the system will be used. LIDA makes this an easy process as well. First, with the cursor over the title of the "customer" class, click the right mouse button. This will display the menu shown in Figure 21. Left click on "Add Association". LIDA will then display a list of classes as shown in Figure 22. We know that customer and rental are associated, since customers are naturally engaged in rental transactions. Select "rental" from the list, and click on the "OK" button. Figure 23 shows the resulting graphical display of the "customer" class associated with the "rental" class. However, we are still not finished editing the association, since we have not specified the multiplicity of the relationship. As shown in Figure 23, the default multiplicity is *, or many-to-many. From our knowledge of renting videos, and from the base text, we can determine that this is incorrect, and that we must change the multiplicity of the customer to 1:1 or, "one-and-only-one", but that one customer can rent many videos. To do this, right click on the lower * multiplicity symbol associated with "customer". This produces a menu from which we select the "1", indicating only one customer per association. The result is shown in Figure 24.

![Attribute Editing dialog box](image)

Figure 20. Adding a New Attribute, Not in the Base Text
To validate that the model of the "customer" class is as we intended it to be, it's possible to describe the class in English using the LIDA Describe feature. To use this feature, simply click
on the title of the class using the right mouse button, and click on the Describe option at the bottom of the menu (Figure 21). This results in the display of an English language explanation of the class, generated by LIDA. The "customer" class is described in Figure 25.

![LIDA Modeler](image)

**Figure 23. Association between 2 Classes**

Also, notice that the right-button menu contains a number of other options that duplicate the methods described in this tutorial, and are available as alternatives that may be more convenient for the user.

27. To continue with model development, associate the remaining classes with their operations and attributes by clicking on the class name in the Classes window, and then either using the right-button menu or the attribute and operation areas in the class icon as we did with the "customer" class. When all of the word lists are used, and any additional attributes and operations have been added that are clearly needed and well understood by the analyst, proceed to build the associations between classes as described in Step 26. Most of the identification of additional classes, attributes, and operations will be accomplished in cooperating with users, customers and other domain experts. Now, the initial class model is finished.

28. To continue iterative refinement of the class model, and the development of associated models using UML notation, the basic class model should be exported to a more feature-rich diagramming tools. LIDA supports the export of models from LIDA to Visio™, a diagramming tool that supports the UML notation. Import of models from Visio to LIDA is also supported.

26
To export a model from LIDA to Visio™, follow the instructions in the LIDA User’s Guide, *LIDA Integration with Visio™*, Version 0.4.2 [8]. The Visio model exported from the finished LIDA model in this tutorial is shown in Appendix B.

The diagram shows an association between a customer and a rental. The customer class has attributes such as address, name, and phone, and operations such as borrow and return. The rental is related to the customer with a multiplicity of 1, indicating one rental per customer.

**Figure 24. Association with Correct Multiplicity Values**

A **customer** is a top level class. A **customer** has 3 proper attributes (address, name, and phone). A **customer** has 2 proper operations (request and return). There are no subtypes of **customer**.

A **customer** has zero or more **rentals**.

**Figure 25. Text Description of the Customer Class**
Part 2

Using LIDA to Explain and Assist in Validating an Existing Class Model

This part of the tutorial guides the user through the task of examining an existing class diagram using the import and explanation capabilities of LIDA. An analyst might want to use this capability of LIDA to closely examine, interpret, understand, or validate a complex model that is otherwise difficult to understand on its face. The model we use for the tutorial is small, but more complex than the model utilized in the previous tutorial scenario.

1. The tutorial starts, as shown in Figure 26, with a model that has been developed or imported to Visio. This model is of an Integrated Employee Training plan development system that has been described in terms of a set of classes, with attributes and methods. The basic idea is that an employee will develop a training plan based upon a set of required skills and employee skill deficiencies, and schedule classes in order to implement the training plan.
2. From the LIDA menu in Visio, click on the Export to LIDA option. You will see the warning message shown in Figure 27. Make sure you read it to see the notational features that are actually exported to LIDA. When you have finished reading the warning message, click the OK button to dismiss the dialog box.
3. Next, a dialog box is displayed that gives the analyst options for dealing with parameterized classes and class utilities. If there are none of these in the model you are importing (as in this case), or if they are not important to maintain for validation purposes, click on the Do Not Export radio buttons for each class, then click the apply button. The dialog box is shown in Figure 28.
Figure 26. Visio Screen with ITP Model

Figure 27. Visio Export Warning
4. Next, the exporter will display a dialog box asking for a name for the LIDA model being exported as displayed in Figure 29. Type in "trainingplan", and click the **OK** button. There will be an additional dialog box indicating that model export has been completed. Dismiss this box by clicking the **OK** button as well. You may now exit from Visio, since the model has been exported into a LIDA file.

5. If LIDA is not already running, start it by double-clicking on the LIDA file icon labeled LIDA(.bat).

6. Select **Load Model** from the LIDA file menu, and select "training plan.lida" from the resulting "Load Model ..." dialog box as shown in Figure 30, and press the **Open** button.
7. When the model has loaded (mouse cursor has reverted to an arrow), click on the Edit Model ... option on the LIDA file menu. This will start the LIDA Modeler.
8. Notice that in Figure 31, the Classes, Attributes, Operations, and Roles have been loaded from the exported Visio model. Take a moment to scroll through the all of the lists and view the model components that are available for review.
9. In the list of classes in the "Classes" window, double click on the class named "Class". The result of this action is illustrated in Figure 32. Notice that the "Class", "Skill_Map", "Employee_Course", and "Media" classes are displayed in the working window. NOTE: It may be a good idea to use the mouse cursor to grab the lower-right hand corner of the Modeler window and expand the window to better view the items displayed therein.

10. Examine the various classes, attributes, operations and roles for inconsistencies and ambiguities, as well as for missing elements. Using LIDA, you may decide that an English language description of a particular class would be useful in this process. Right-click on the name of the class of interest (in this example, "Employee_Course"), and select Describe from the resulting menu by clicking the option with the left mouse button. The resulting description is illustrated in Figure 33.
Figure 32. Imported Model with "Class" Displayed

Description of "Employee Course"

An Employee Course is a top level class. An Employee Course has 8 proper attributes (BEMS_ID, Course_Code, Course_Priority, Request_Date, Attend_Date, Actual_Hours, Actual_Cost and Date_of_last_update). An Employee Course has 2 proper operations (Add_Empl_Course and Delete_Empl_Course). There are no subtypes of Employee Course.

An Employee Course References zero or more Classes and Requests zero or more ITPS.
Figure 33. LIDA Text Description of Employee_Course Class

11. This process continues until the analyst is satisfied that all classes are properly defined, with appropriate attributes, operations, associations, roles, and multiplicity constraints.

This tutorial has demonstrated two ways in which LIDA can be used to assist in developing and validating class models for object-oriented analysis and design efforts. The reader is encouraged to experiment with extensions to the scenarios outlined in these tutorials, and discover as yet untried ways of further utilizing the capabilities provided by LIDA and the LIDA Modeler.
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Appendix A - Sample Tutorial Materials

Video Store Operational Concept

The Video store receives tape requests and returned tapes from customers and new tapes from the Main office. Whenever necessary the Video store sends tape overdue notices to its customers. Tape requests are taken care of by the store assistant. While treating these tape requests he uses information concerning films and tapes. He also uses and updates the list of rentals. The store assistant also takes care of tape returns. For this task the store assistant again needs the information concerning films and tapes as well as the list of rentals. Here too the list of rentals is updated.

The other activities are the submission of rate changes and the submission of new tapes by the store management and the production of rental reports and the sending of tape overdue notices by the store administration.

Film request is taken care of by the store assistant. Whenever a customer requests a film, the store assistant first checks whether there are still tapes, containing the requested film, available and then he searches, if necessary, for the rental price. Next he checks whether this customer is late with the return of other tapes. If so he may not borrow the tape requested. If this is not the case, he records this rental by updating the rental list. For this, the customer is asked for his address.
LIDA Model Imported to Visio™
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